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SARAGOSA® EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
High Quality Olive Oil. Convenient Packaging.

Call 800-844-4554 or visit vegalene.com
Contact us for more information

PURICIT® ODOR ELIMINATOR  
Discover PuriCit® Odor Eliminator

PuriCit Odor Eliminator uses citrus-based odor deactivators, proven to bind to and 
eliminate odors, leaving a subtle, clean and fresh scent.

SAP Product #1000033036  
6/6 oz. Aerosol Cans

Saragosa Extra Virgin Olive Oil is high quality, Mediterranean olive oil in  
a foodservice practical container. Packed in a 10-liter (2.6 gallon), 20-lb 
Bag ‘n Box unit, a built-in spigot allows you to get just the right amount 
with no mess and no waste.

SAP Product #1000037853  
10 liter (2.6 gallon), 20 lbs. Bag ‘n Box

Vegalene

Vegalene



Innovative Options For Today’s Foodservice
FOOD RELEASE  The Options You Need. The Release You Demand. 
Vegalene reduces gummy build up, extending pan life. The food release trusted by chefs for over 70 years.

Create without concern. 
Free from the top eight 
allergens as well as sodium 
and gluten. Formulated to 
provide the robust release 
that you expect from 
Vegalene.

SAP Product #1000044781   
6/16.5 oz. Aerosol Cans

Vegalene® Allergen Free
Add rich, buttery flavor to 
your dishes. Simplify grilled 
cheese sandwiches, or add a 
touch of indulgence to rolls 
and pastas with ease. No 
calories, gluten or allergens.

SAP Product #1000004050   
6/17 oz. Aerosol Cans

Vegalene® Buttery Cooking Spray

Ideal for waffle irons and 
panini grills, this specially 
formulated spray ensures a 
perfect release. The superior 
blend of release agents has 
no gummy build up, so clean 
up is easy and grids last 
longer.

SAP Product #1000004042   
6/14 oz. Aerosol Cans

Vegalene® Grid Iron

This unique 3-oil blend has up 
to 30% more release agents 
than other sprays, assuring you 
can cook and clean with ease. 
Use on pans, grills, utensils and 
even hands during prep, for a 
clean release every time. 

SAP Product #1000004021   
6/14 oz. Aerosol Cans

SAP Product #1000004062   
6/21 oz. Aerosol Cans

Vegalene® Premium 3-Oil Blend Vegalene® Premium 3-Oil Blend (liquid options)

The same premium 3-oil recipe 
with no aerosol. 
The recipe that has been the premier  
product in kitchens for decades;  
available in pints for convenience  
or refillable with 1/2 gallon and  
gallon jugs.

SAP Product #1000037831  
6/16 fl. oz. Bottles w/Sprayer

SAP Product #1000037842  
4/.5 gallon Bottles w/16 oz. Bottle & Sprayer

SAP Product #1000037835  
4/1 gallon Bottles w/16 oz. Bottle & Sprayer

A clean, healthy GMO-
free menu with Vegalene 
Non-GMO. This all purpose 
food release provides 
consistent performance 
in all applications. Made 
with premium non-GMO 
sunflower oil, it is the clear, 
clean label choice.

SAP Product #1000037411   
6/17 oz. Aerosol Cans

Vegalene® Non-GMO

One simple spray adds a 
burst of buttery taste to 
breads, grilled sandwiches, 
seafood, sautéed meats 
and vegetables. A healthy 
alternative that is free from 
calories, gluten or allergens.

SAP Product #1000037408   
6/17 oz. Aerosol Cans

Vegalene® Buttery Delite®

Bring robust garlic flavor  
to menu favorites, without  
calories, cholesterol, trans fat  
or gluten. One quick spray  
on breads, pastas, pizzas, 
meats, fish or vegetables 
provides a distinctive and 
healthy garlic flavor.

SAP Product #1000037409   
6/17 oz. Aerosol Cans

Vegalene® Garlic Mist®

Specially formulated to cut 
down and prevent gummy 
buildup on bread pans and 
screens. Provides a clean, 
uniform release and a rich, 
golden crust. Ideal for fresh,  
pan-baked or frozen doughs.

SAP Product #1000004033 
6/14 oz. Aerosol Cans

Bak-klene® Bread

SEASONING  Add robust flavor with one ALLERGEN FREE spray!
 Avoid the mess, waste and contamination worries with these shelf-stable solutions.

Created with extra-virgin  
olive oil, this seasoning  
spray delivers a burst of 
nutty, fruity olive oil flavor 
that brings extra personality 
to popular menu items. Add 
a Mediterranean accent to 
pastas, pizzas, salads and 
paninis.

SAP Product #1000037410  
6/17 oz. Aerosol Cans

SAP Product #1000004066   
6/21 oz. Aerosol Cans

Vegalene® Olive Mist®

Bak-klene GF All-Purpose Bakery 
Spray gives the release power  
that you expect from the Vegalene 
family of products. Specially 
formulated to handle higher sugar 
ratio baked goods as well as savory 
applications. 

SAP Product #1000046169 
6/16 oz. Aerosol Cans

Bak-klene® GF Gluten Free

BAKING  Beautiful Baking Begins with Bak-klene®
Ensure your carefully crafted baked goods come out looking and tasting their very best.

A versatile bakery release for 
breads, cakes and demanding 
high sugar ratio sweet goods. 
Eliminate greasing and flouring 
with specially formulated  
Bak-klene ZT All Purpose and  
get a perfect release with no 
gummy residue.

SAP Product #1000004034 
6/14 oz. Aerosol Cans

Bak-klene® ZT All Purpose

An egg-free formula that 
is shelf stable and ready to 
use. Spray breads, pies and 
pastries after baking for an 
appealing golden sheen.

SAP Product #1000045470  
6/16 fl. oz. Bottles

Bake-Sheen®  
Egg Wash Substitute


